Inventory of chytrid diversity in two temporary forest ponds using a multiphasic approach.
Food webs in temporary forest ponds are driven by decomposition of terrestrial inputs. Chytrid fungi are important components of the fungal community, degrading leaf litter in streams reliant on terrestrial inputs and in lake ecosystems where they may stabilize the food web. However, little is known about chytrid fungi in temporary forest ponds. We inventoried the chytrid diversity present in two temporary forest ponds via light microscopy of baited samples and ion semiconductor (Ion Torrent) sequencing of environmental DNA. We quantified trends of chytrid alpha and beta diversity as a function of spatial and temporal factors. A total of 59 chytrid taxa were detected throughout the study. Beta diversity exhibited variation across the sampled months for both the entire fungal community as well as for chytrids alone. Shifts in community composition were also apparent, although diversity metrics and composition patterns did not meet adjusted P values. The results of this study highlight the diversity of chytrid fungi in temporary forest ponds and the need for further studies on the spatial and temporal dynamics of chytrid species.